Join us for a Tweetup

#HokiesW2K

WHO: Virginia Tech students & AARP members

WHAT: Tweetup & Roundtable Conversation

TOPIC: Role of Social Media in Elections

WHEN: 7 p.m., Wed. Oct. 9, 2013

WHERE: Auditorium of the Virginia Bioinformatics Institute

WHY: Research shows that a large number of voters get their information about political campaigns from social media and that the candidates’ “tweet share” can be an accurate predictor of the outcome of an election.

Be part of the #HokiesW2K Tweetup!

- Sign up at http://twtvite.com/HokiesW2K
- Show up with your smart phone or tablet with the Twitter app
- Enjoy some great food and beverages
- Participate in the Roundtable Conversation and tweet during it, using hashtag #HokiesW2K

Don’t have Twitter? Sign up at http://aarp.cvent.com/HokiesW2K

Ask the candidates questions on Twitter! #HokiesW2K